Comparing respiratory-tract and hepatic exposure-dose relationships for metabolized inhaled vapors: a pharmacokinetic analysis.
Inhaled vapors that are metabolized locally in the respiratory-tract tissues and systemically in the liver and other organs have different dose-response relationships at the portal of entry compared to systemic target organs. For instance, inhaled chloroform and styrene cause cytotoxicity in the nasal cavity at concentrations much lower that those causing hepatic or renal toxicity. Here, we develop a physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model that incorporates a multicompartment, unidirectional flow description of the respiratory tract within a whole-body model in order to estimate both respiratory tract and hepatic metabolism. We then use this model to study the difference in exposure-dose relationship between the respiratory-tract tissues and the liver. The integrated PBPK model confirms that for soluble vapors the exposure-dose curve for metabolism in respiratory-tract tissue will be shifted dramatically to lower concentrations compared to the exposure-dose relationship in systemic organs. This behavior is the result of direct air to tissue equilibration at the portal of entry while other systemic tissues only respond to concentrations in the blood. For cases where metabolism/metabolites of inhaled vapors produce local toxicity, portal of entry effects are expected at lower concentrations and, in general, will be the limiting response for setting reference concentrations (RfCs) for many compounds. The difference in dose-response relationships for metabolism in the respiratory tract versus systemic organs depends on blood/air and blood/tissue partition coefficients and on the degree of systemic extraction of the metabolized vapors.